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Water Management
Allow customers to manage
and pre-pay their account
online
Send customers
important notifications
Comprehensive Reporting
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and Updates
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indestructible Keypad
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Simcom simplicity
Intuitive and comfortable user
experience with wizards that guide
you step by step
Dashboard shows critical information
at a glance
Smart multi-language terminal with a
large color display and pressure
activated alphanumeric keypad
Powerful and flexible reporting tools
as standard features

Simcom future now
Customer Portal to view transactions
and add credit
Simcom is remotely configurable with
updates delivered effortlessly
Reduced overhead operating costs
and with more management tools
New features easily added as your
operations grow and needs change
State of the art security features
protect your system and
data integrity

Simcom real-time
Simcom is securely hosted in the
cloud, accessible from any browser,
from anywhere, anytime
Terminals perform real-time
authorizations and automatic
data synchronization
Implement business decisions
instantly around access, volume
and pricing
Fall-back modes ensure that
transaction continues and data is
secured even through
communication interruptions

Simcom knowledge
Data-driven operations benefit from
real-time knowledge of inventory and
activity at all dispensing locations
Easily manage operator and
accounts, with multiple identification
credentials available
Data is easily viewed and shared
with users and systems across the
organisation
Capture important additional data
with every dispensing transaction
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"When we were looking to replace our bulk
water stations transaction terminals, we
were looking for a system that was easy to
use for both our customer service reps. and
customers. With Computrol’s Simcom water
management system dashboard, we are
easily able to add new vendors, issue new
credentials to existing vendors, and view/
export water transactions in near real-time
from all 7 of our bulk water units."
Erik Blake - GIS Manager,
Northwestern Water & Sewer District,
Bowling Green, Ohio

